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Are the foods you take in secretly causing you to sick? We try to manage our health and wellness
by controlling relationships, stress, circumstances or environments. Probably you'd like to reduce
some weight and keep it off? Are you sick and tired of feeling exhausted and longing for more
energy and better health? Meanwhile, we continue to put harmful and nutrient-lacking foods into
our bodies, while struggling to maintain physically. For every Digested - eating healthier made
easier three ways book sold, some of the proceeds will move towards an organization to greatly
help support healthier feeding on. This little but brimming reserve delivers inspiration to eat
healthier and all of the tools needed to do it — simplified information about food labels, allergy
symptoms linked to food, a shopping list, a kitchen equipment list, tips for planning and
preparing meals and 3 different strategies to take, based on current eating habits. Also serving
as a mom's nutrition guide, Digested offers natural methods for introducing infants to foods.
Digested - eating healthier made easier 3 ways confirms our need and responsibility to eat
healthier so we can rally for less disease-laden and more joy-filled futures.
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Concise, informative, encouraging There's SO much details out there on what is and isn't
healthful. If you are searching for a concise instruction to help you find out what's right for your
body then that is it! Natalie Gensits has done a great work of summarizing how different foods
may contribute to all sorts of symptoms. After that she shares methods for you to make simple
steps or great leaps (whatever fits best for your way of life and needs) to change your diet plan
and help the body function more optimally.We especially appreciate Natalie's balanced attitude
of keeping diet plan real alive (many of us aren't full-time cooks in the end). In case you are
feeling overwhelmed by all the health "rules" out presently there pick up this book and feel
motivated to begin with making simple changes today. An encouraging read! It also helps to
know how and what to search for inside our foods so we realize what we are truly eating! There
are therefore many differing opinions out there about healthful eating but Natalie has done the
research for all of us and organized her findings in a brief, easy browse that leaves the reader
feeling like transformation is very feasible. I also appreciate her ability to relate as a mom and
she encourages the reader to do her own study in areas where results are mixed. Overall I would
say this book is very helpful to anyone seeking to enhance their health naturally. it became more
important to me that we stay healthy as a family group so we could enjoy a great lifestyle while
staying active too Once I had children, it became more important to me that we stay healthy as a
family so we could like a great lifestyle while staying active too! Natalie's book is a great right
down to earth go through that touches on the need for healthy living and how exactly to do it in
easy methods. I came across this book very helpful and encouraging. Great read! An easy read,
yet well researched Digested simply by Natalie Gensits can be an easy book to read, yet it is
usually filled with a whole lot of factual, directly-forward factual statements about foods, oils and
more. Good job! Thanks N. Gensits for passing on all your learnings in "Digested". Easy to digest!
This is an extremely well crafted book with real-life, practical types of how to eat healthier. Many
of these examples have been integrated into our weekly routines (e. Every time, I find something
new to share with my patients. I recommend this book for those that are searching for real world
ways to change their eating habits. Great book Great book very knowledgeable author Highly
Recommended!, weekly grocery list) and we have already starting feeling the results!. This is an
excellent addition to our practice library. She provides personal touch to a topic that has as
many opinions as there are so-called "diet plans" out there, relying not only on 3d party study and
suggestions, but also on her own journey through trial and error, personal research and intuition.
It would be nice to possess a hard cover option as well. We anticipate hearing more out of this
writer and reaping the benefits of this lifestyle change.! As a Massage Therapist I am extremely
conscientious about general health and well-being, and I've found this reserve to be not merely
informative, but perfectly written from Natalie's personal improvement along her way to find
healthy eating habits for herself and her family members. This amazing no-NONsense book helps
us all accomplish this valuable advice! The author shares with us her personal knowledge on
how she addressed her different diet plan dilemmas in this practical and easy to understand
book. Many of the medical and professional books about them are very challenging to
understand and much less apply. As a wife and mom, I also value how she shares her issues for
her family members which led her to devise useful solutions for these health issues that many
folks can relate to. Natalie has taken all of the wealth of information and study that's out there
and provides 'digested' it for all of us therefore we won't have to! I know this first hands since I've
a degree in Organic Health and Diet, myself. She offers useful advice on how best to avoid many
of the dangerous additives and hazardous ingredients contained in most foods in the current
modern world. Just what a helpful, practical publication to use as a guide for holistic health. An



excellent little book Readable and easy to implement into your busy schedule, this book makes
much healthier eating a no-brainer!! The book is organized well by chapter and by design. I love
the use of charts, bold face lettering and lists.. She switches into detail on 3 various ways you
might choose to eat healthier…the greener way, the allergen-free way, and the Paleo way. This
book is meant for men or women who are searching for an explanation about well balanced
meals, intolerances and more without agenda from the food lobbyists or companies. Love this
book! WOW! This book is an excellent read with a wealth of easily applicable health information
for all of us! A fun, accessible and no-nonsense method of adopting healthier food choice habits.
This book is an extremely concise and easy to read guide for eating healthily This book is an
extremely concise and readable guide for eating healthily. This would end up being a great
starting point for someone trying to start the process of healthy eating. I've a number of patients
that I'll recommend it to! A fun, accessible and no-nonsense method of adopting healthier meals
.. Natalie tackles the misunderstandings around meals labeling. Will be referring to this often and
sharing with others. Great read all the way through.g. I'd definitely recommend this publication
(and its own author) to those that wish .. Great addition! Let your food be your drugs! I came
across it to be readable and a helpful source to my patients seeking to get healthy from the
within out! I would definitely recommend this publication (and its author) to those who wish to
improve upon their wellness through their diet plan, and for those looking for tips on changing
old, outdated eating habits. I have now examine and re-read this book at least 5 situations.
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